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Iotroduction
Present days, for economy

of matedals together with
enhancement of analysis
technique, the element
structural strength demands
speoial shapes for beams for
preserving the aesthetic and
architectural requirements.
These shapes exist in taper
members. The uniformly
distdbuted load on simply
supported tape. members will
produce deformations due to
flexural (bending) and
transverse shear effects,

The objeclive of this study
is to obtain the total deflection
by double integration of the
second order differeotial
equation then applying the

boundary conditions at the
member ends. The compadson
between these defomations
with and without the effect of
tmnsverse shear at different
tape ng ratios (u = i.5, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6. 7, 8, 9 and 10) and
different shape factoE (m = l,
2,2.1,2.2,2.3,2.4,2.5, 2.6, 3 and
4) are presented gaphically
and numerically.

Deflection Curl/e
When a beam is loaded, the

initiaily straight Iongitudinal
axis is deformed irto a curve,
called the defle$ion curve of
the beam, which is produced
by combined bending and
shear deformations.
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The slope of the deflection
ourve is the first derivative of
the deflectiofl function w =
w(x). The slope due to bending
only is equal to the tangenl of
the angle of rotation of ttre

cross section (l):

dwo/dx = tan0 (1)

wheire ws is the deflection due

to bending only (no transverse

shear deformation).

Equation (1) is based uPon

geomet c considerations and it
is applied to a bearn of anY

matedal.

Most beams undergo only very

small rctations wllen they are

loaded; henc€, their deflection

curves are very flat and have

extremely small curvature (l)

Under these conditions, the

angle 0 is a v€ry small

quantity, then some

approximations can be made to

simpliry the work (small-angle

bendiflg theory)tano ! 0

when 0 is a small quantity (in

radian), then

0=tan0=E: (:2)

Thus with smsll rctations of a

beam, the angle ofrotation and

the slope are equal. Ta.king the

derivative of 0 with respect to

x. the following equation is

obtained:

do d'*n
d" ,1l<'

If the mate.ial of xhe beam

is linearly elastic following

Hooke's law, the cuwature is:

d2*,, __M
dx' EI

(4)

which is the basic differential

equation of the deflection

curve of a beam due to

bending moment only as

shown in Fig. (l), But the

slope ofthe deflection curve of
the beam due to shear alo[e is

approximately equal to the

shear shain at the neutral axis,

as shown in Fig-(2)(\'z).
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Fig. (1): Cross-section
deforflation by pure bending

moment

. Constant shear siress

b. Varying shear stress

Fig. (2): Cross-section defomation by
pure tmnsverse shem foace

s.t9

Thus denoting by w" the

deflections due to shear alone,
the following expression for
the slope is obtained:

dw- q-V
I5 tdx '" GA

in which ctsis a num€rical

factor as stated in Table (1).

This shear shape factor
corects for th€ assumed

uniform shear over the cross-
section.

Table (l): Numerical values
ofshear coefficient{ar

A: total area oflhe cross-seetion,
A.: area ofthe web

Wlen ihere is a continuously
distributed load q (per unit
length) acting on the beam, the
shearing force v is a

continuous firnction that may
be diffe.entiated with respect
to x. The curvafure caused by
fhe transverse shear alone is:

d'w. d. dV d.q,..
at' = c4 6* = -6o- t"t

as o= 4Y.
'dx
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t.2 Rectangular
l.l Circular
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Fig. (3): Simply supported beam with taperirg cross'section
under uniform load

Ih. roi2l .rrrv,rrure 4ot the
dx'

prisnlalic beam due to combiDed
bending and shear effeci is the

sum ol tile bendrne, 0LLrvaLurc

dru
dx'

the shcar

d2w-

6z- d'7wn d'zw. ...
dx2 dx2 dx'z

Then

d)w-_M ct"9 
18)

dx2 El GA
The total curvafure in a tapered
beam will be: '
d)w M o.q ,^.
a* =-e1*1- Celr'-'

asI=I(x)andA=A(x)are
functions ofposition x.

The bending moment of a

simply supported beam

subjected to a uDiformly

distributed load q at distance x
is: -

ol , d,Nj(\)=;l\.rl i{\ J,

{10)
shcre a is thc distance lrom the

nearest suppoil to thc origin O,

Fis. (3)
'Ihc second order

dilTerenlial equation for
con1bincd bending and shear

cun,ature for the sirnPlY

supported bean] sho*n in Fig.
(l)becornes:-

d lr = --L1' -u11g .,1
,lr r lE]lr t'

d"q
01)GA(x)

as b = L + a, the distsnce of
other support from the origin O.

The variable moment of
ifleriia with respect to x for a

tapered beam cafi be given as:
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(12)

where [r is the value of the
moment of inertia at nearest

support to the origin at x = a
and m is a shape factor of the

tapered beam. The tapering
ratio u is the ratio of the larger

to smaller ends depth drld,
and which is equal to th€ ratio
ofthe distance of the farthest to
the nearcst support (b / a) from
the origin O.

Also. the variable cross-
sectional area with respecl to x
is:

rt*r =r,lr ]'

a1^1= e,l :r l'\a

Different symmetrical
cross-sectional shapes are
considered here for beams

under uniformly distributed
load as shown in Table (2).

The maximum values
of deflection and rotalion are
different depending on the taper
ratio of the tapered bealn. The
detemination from the
analytical solution of a beam

subjected to uniformly
distributed load aDd having
squarc or circular cross-
sectional area as shown in Fig.
(4) is compared with those of a
prismatic beam of uniform
cross section equal to the cross

section at end 1 of the taPer

beam in Figs. (5) to (8) for
different taper ratios (u). The
case u: I indicates unilom
cross-section.

( 15)

(13)

Here n is anotber shape factor
of the tapered bea,n. The shaPe

factors m and n are given byr":

(11)

Figure (4): The dimensioos 4nd prop€rties ofconsidered beam under
uniformly distributed toad

logu

logu
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Differential for different

Description Shape
d,w
dx':

Wide-flange or
I-section of

varying depth d

F.fr.
Jh+

2.t-2.6 ffit"-+,.1$

ffie-"x'*r6i
Ctosed box

varying depth d
Jrifl,

TET
2.1-2 6

Soiid
rectangular

wrying depth d

f-1-ll. lr I ffir-+-ag*
Solid,

rectangular
section of

varying width b
Hr I I f*t.-,lr,,l-ffi

ffit'-"Xr'-,.i-ffi
Op€n-web

varying d€pth d

n+T 0
-,,1.

olvarYmg
deplh d

F-II,
E4-r 2 , j;ftr*-"lo-"1 ff

solid cicular LZ-S].
secdon ofl( )lo

varyingl \-1---)-
diameter d I

2
-'r'',r.'-"ttr-l 1-1",2El*' (' \\

Soiid square

section of
varytng

dimension d

El
t-Jl-J

2

"$i'-ao-*r6!
s82
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Seclion along beam

riEurc 1sr Den!cn.. ratro due 10 conhined bsndine sd
shee alone bc.d Lr drrii:rcDttaperratlos

Section llons bear
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TaP rallo lor taFer beam

rigurc (7): Cor'Paasor olciacl and alDro\inarc ma\inun denectlon mlio

-1 -l'

TAp.r dnr lor t P$bcm
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tunsd* sheJr elfe.r tor L.lL(. flt rJp(r'r[i.s
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Application:

025n

The solution oi a tapered beam

having a square cross section

end a taper ratlo

(m =4 and n =2) ard tbe

dimensions as sholv'rr in Fig (9)

is considered
A pris$atic beam having the

same ProPenies of the tapered

beam shown in Fig. (9) but its

crcss seclion is the same as the

smaller end section (0.25 m x
0.25 m) afld loaded also with (l
MN/m) is comPared wifi the

taoerei beam for case of
maximum deflection due to
bending and transve$e shear

effects.
The central deflection of the

prismatic beam is: _.

I due to bending"r' -

.,, - 5q]-t ( 16)
"'o - l84EI
2. due to transverse shear "':

a oli
w" =-EA tr/)
Thus. the total deflection due to

"ombir"d 
bending ard

tmnsverse shear effect is

w=wb +w" =01256m

The gpneral deflection equation

ofthe tapered beam is:

1. due to bending (bY exact

integation of the taper beam

bending equation): -

.., qa' I c! ql! In 4EIL6\' 2(

*lf a !+lJ I 
blrq alnh

L\tb l ) L

I . /l d\ la' F)l-tC\r 3l-1.3-rll
(18)

2. due to transverse shear (bY

;nEgration of the taper beam

shear deflection equation): -

r* I =9!111*,,' ,^... a4 (1e)

alnb blaa-\lnu,

-L 
'

3. due to transveNe shear (bY

an approximate solution by-

assuning a Prismatic beam oi
uniform cross section equal to

the smaller cross section ( at

end 1) ofthe taper beam): -

E =200000i\fNim2
G:100000MN/n1:

_ o,qL'
- 8GA l

Figure (9): Application (1)
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Fmm the previous figures at
laper ratio u :3, the following
results are obtained:
- From Fig. (5), the
maximum deflection Iatio due
to bending a4d shear is
0.048367 by exact integration.
- From Fig. (6), th€
maximum deflection ratio due
to transvease shear effect oniy
is 0.001772 by exact
integration.
- From Fig. (7), the
maximum deflection mtio due
to combined bending and
hansverse shear effect is
0.051536 in the approximate
solution.
From the above results, the
difference between the
appro)rimate and the exact
maximum deflection values is
+6Vo.

Cotrclusionsi
The effect of transvers€

shear force on the ma-ximum
deflection is considered and
calculated for beams with
different cross sectional area
values in various parts of a

tapered beam.
1. Deflection liom tmnsverse

shear force effect is small
when compared with the
deflection from bending
effect. The ratio (3.8 %) of
maximum deflection due to
beDding to that due to shear
is 4.8 %.
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2. To simpliry the solution of
the differential equation
when including the
fuansverse shea.r effect, an
approximation for the shear
curvature tetm is assumed
where a constant closs
seclion area along the taper
beam equals to smaller area
at end I is taken. -l'l1e

approximation results are
found very close to the
accurate values lbr a taper
ratio u = 1.5 up to u:3.5
as noticed before and still
the results arc close when
this ratio is above u = 3.5.
As a useirl note, this
approximation would be

important in studying the
behavior of tapered beams
subjected to constaot axial
force with or wiihout
transverse shem effect (as

noticed in some research
work).
The ina-ximum deflection in

a prismatic beam always
occurs at the closs section of
maximum bending moment
becauso the shess varies along
the &xis of th€ beam in the
sarne manner as tbe bending
moment. However, this
conclusion do€s llot apply to
tapered beams because in suctr
beams, the stresses yary along
thc axis not only proportional
to bending moment but also in
an inverse proportion to the
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moment of inertia of the cross-
sectioo.

The deflectior curve due to
transverse shear effect in a

taper beam is different frorn
that in a prismatic beam. The
defl€ctions obtained for a
tapered beam of cross section
fiom one end to the other by
exact integmtion ate compared
to those obtained for a
p smatic bead of constant
cross section area equal to the
smaller area at end 1 i, tle
apprcximate solution.
On the other hand, the
difference in d€flection due to
transverse shear effecir
between a taper and a
prismatic beam depends on the
crcss sectional area variation
from one end of a tapered
beam to the other. The
compadsons aae presented
gaphically for deflection due
to hansverse shear gffect in
two cases: the first is the
deflection for a taper beam
with varying cross sectional
area and the second is the
deflection for a prismatic bearn
wr'th consta[t cross sectioo
equal to the smalle. area.

List of symbolsi
A :cross-sectional area

A, :cross-sectional atea at
end l,smaller area

A2 :cross-sectional area at

e\d 2, latger area

E :modulusofelasticity
EI :flexural (bending)

rigidity of cross section
G :modulus of rigidity (in

shear)
I :moment of inertia of

cross section,I = bdr /12
lr moment of inertia at end

I , smaller area

I=bdt /t2

I, moment of inertia at end
2,larger area

t=ba1l12

bending moment
fuansverse shear force
beam c.oss section width
(constant)
depth ofcross section
depth at end 1

depth at end 2
shape factors (for I ard
A respectively)
unifo.mly distributed
load oll beam

taper ratio (u - depth at
end 2 / depth at end I :
drldr)

w lotaldeflection
wh :deflection due to bending
ws :deflection due to

talsverse shear

0- :numerical factor (shear
' shape fa.tor)

0 :rotation

GA:shearing rigidity of the
cross section

M

b

d

dr
dl

q
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